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The Shekhinah Pillar™

Discourse — March 23, 2016
 El Morya has long held the vision of a Temple raised up 
to the glory of the Presence of God, and indeed, each one of you is a 
Pillar in that Temple. During this class you will discover how to build 
a spiritual Temple that will act as a magnet for the Light and how to 
radiate that Light into your immediate surroundings and around the 
world. Just as God provided a Pillar of Light and Fire to light the way 
for the children of Israel, so is the Shekhinah Pillar provided to us in 
our time as the foundation for the Golden Age. It is the spiritual edifice 
that we will build up and sustain. It represents the cumulative force of 
the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light focused to that one end 
and purpose of achieving the Golden Age of Saint Germain. 

Be a Pillar of Light
Lord Maitreya — March 23, 2016 
 Lord Maitreya charges you with Ruby Fire so that you are 
prepared for your Sacred Work of building the Shekhinah Pillar and 
maintaining it with the Ruby Fire. As you weave your Crystal Chalice 
daily, providing a home for the Flame of God, you are also building 
the greater Temple of Light for the Shekhinah Pillar that will blaze 
forth for the entire world! And when Torch Bearers come together at 
The Temple of The Presence, they reinforce and build upon the Light 
and Momentum of the Shekhinah Pillar. Lord Maitreya fills the Ruby 
Chalice upon the high Altar at Coeur de Lión with his Momentum. It 
will continue to radiate upon this Earth for all time as the Heart of God 
pouring forth for your Victory in the Light! Let the Charge of Maitreya’s 
Momentum and Attainment be upon you to light the way as you adhere 
to your Divine Plan in your daily work with the Shekhinah Pillar.

Crystal Chalice Jubilee
Raising The Temple Sacred Ritual
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The Message of the Pharos of Hierarchy™

Discourse — March 24, 2016 
 The Pharos of Hierarchy is a transcendent vertical spire 
of Divine Aspiration, one with the Temple of Victory. It represents 
the Divine Ideal of the Victory of your Individual Presence who, 
as the Godhead Charioteer, has entered into these lower realms for 
the purpose of achieving Victory over earth, air, fire, and water. The 
Masters cannot stand in the place of your Presence. Your own Mighty 
I AM Presence is the deliverer of salvation and the Source of all Good 
in your life. This Ascended Masters Activity, with all its glorious 
Dispensations, is here to assist your Presence to win its Victory. The 
unascended disciples and their I AM Presences are to be the nexus 
through which Ascended Master Light comes to Earth and radiates out 
into the world. This encapsulates the visual message of the Pharos of 
Hierarchy.

Service to the Will of God
El Morya — March 24, 2016
 El Morya asks you to draw upon the akashic records 
of these Releases given during this cycle. He commends you to 
the work, the Labor of Love, of manifesting the Temple of the 
Pharos of Hierarchy and utilizing the Will of God to establish the 
Shekhinah Pillar for the Sacred Ritual and Holy Communion with 
God. Strive with your Heart Flame to be in the Will of God and 
you will see the edifice of your Etheric Temple of the Pharos of 
Hierarchy established. This edifice is made without hands by the 
Heart of God, by the Elemental Forces of Nature, by the Purity of 
the Consciousness of Ascended and Cosmic Beings. The glorious 
Shekhinah Pillar will assist those striving on the Path. Each time it 
is erected with your assistance, you are magnifying and multiplying 
the Gifts of the Gods for all mankind to draw upon. 
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Wise Use of the Violet Flame
Saint Germain — March 24, 2016
 When you enter into the Sacred Ritual of establishing 
and adding to the Shekhinah Pillar with your Heart Flame and 
the Momentum of your Presence, remember that it is a glorious 
opportunity. It is a service that you render out of gratitude and Love 
for God in life. You can be a part of this glorious Pillar of Light and 
anchor your God Identity in the Earth. As you stand as a Pillar of Fire in 
the Temple of the Pharos of Hierarchy, you see Violet Flame swirling 
about. As it moves out and covers the Earth, saturating each plane, 
you know the Golden Age is not far removed, for the work is going 
on. Saint Germain seals you in the Violet Flame and a Dispensation of 
the expansion of your Calls and your attunement with this Flame that 
will carry you into the Holiness of your Holy Christ Presence and the 
Sanctity of the Shekhinah Pillar!

How the Power of God Descends
Discourse — March 24, 2016
 We take up the theme of how God Power is brought to bear 
in this world of form. The Shekhinah Pillar is a world-encompassing 
Dispensation granted to Ascended Master disciples whereby God 
Power can be harnessed and released into your personal affairs and the 
entire world. The Shekhinah Presence of God Almighty dwells within 
this Pillar as Infinite Power from the Great Central Sun, and that Power 
can be invoked in the I AM name, allowing it to be unleashed from the 
Great Central Sun, stepped down into specific forms by the Elohim 
and the whole hierarchical chain of Ascended and Cosmic Beings in 
service to the Great I AM, transferring that Power to the Earth. You too 
are to be an instrument of this Divine Direction and Power, allowing 
for the culmination of the Divine Service of the 5th Secret Ray. 

I Initiate this Cycle of the Shekhinah Pillar!
Archangel Michael — March 24, 2016 
 Lord Michael teaches us how visualizing and concentrating 
on the pure thoughtforms of the Archangels and Archeiai as they fan 
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out across the Earth will allow your Presence to send forth the Ray 
to connect with each of the Archangels and Archeiai. You are thus 
called to stand as the point of the lance, calling forth the Archangels 
by your service and devotion to God and building the Shekhinah Pillar 
each time you come to the Altar. As you do this you are building an 
Etheric Momentum that holds to the Patterns of the Divine Outpouring 
of Alpha and Omega. When you take up your Sacred Ritual to enter 
into the Temple of the Shekhinah Pillar, recognize that the Presence 
of God goes far and wide across the Earth from that Temple. And this 
is because you have taken up your Garments of Light and Momentum 
of Holiness and have embodied the Virtues of the Christ.
 
Establishing the Thread of Contact with Elohim
Discourse — March 25, 2016
 When you make a commitment to the Ascended Masters to 
enter into service to their Work, the Law permits them to establish 
with you a more than ordinary connection referred to as the “thread 
of contact.” Similarly, the legions of Angels come bearing in their 
pinions of Light the Charge of the Archangels’ Ascended Master God 
Consciousness, making a communion and at-one-ment with the stream 
of your Crystal Cord. An even higher level of intercession is rendered 
by the Elohim. This activity is condensed into the fiery engram of the 
Shield of Elohim™. It is their role to gaze into the Divine Paradigm, 
to read the record of those Patterns of Perfection there. If you align 
yourself with the Elohim and the action of the collective Shield of 
Elohim, there is nothing of this world that may be permitted to delay 
or prevent the outpicturing of the Patterns of Perfection from the Heart 
and Mind of God.  

Remain Tethered to the Shield of Elohim For Your Victory!
Elohim Cyclopea — March 25, 2016
 Cyclopea provides instruction on gaining Attainment and 
Mastery in the Detail Consciousness and Single-Eyed Vision of the 
Emerald Ray. He also instructs you on the importance of the Shield 
of Elohim. For when you come to the Altar to establish the Shekhinah 
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Pillar, it requires you to be tethered to the Shield of Elohim and to 
the Consciousness of each of the Twelve Mighty Elohim, as well as 
the Maha Elohim, Ouranos. When Cyclopea holds the Vision for the 
Earth and the Sons and Daughters of God, he holds the Perfection of 
the shining Light of their Christhood streaming forth, lighting a Fire 
everywhere their foot lands on their journey, everywhere their hand 
touches, everywhere the Word is spoken, I AM. It has taken many 
thousands of years of preparation, of training, and of cycles to come 
to the fore for the Dispensations to be granted for the Shekhinah Pillar. 
Do not let this opportunity pass you by. 

The Supra-Fullness of the Good  
Discourse — March 25, 2016
 The Thoughtform of the Shekhinah Pillar contains the 
specific action of the Golden River of the Helicon that has been granted 
as a Dispensation by Cosmic Councils and the Lords of Karma for 
Saint Germain’s Dawning Golden Age. It is seen coming forth from 
the Causal Body Rings of the Great Central Sun. In a spiral action, 
growing broader and more powerful as it descends, you see it coming 
to a focal point of intensity in the beacon of the Pharos of Hierarchy 
from whence it rays forth into the hearts and minds of the Children 
of Light all around the world. This Golden River contains the Gifts 
and Momentums of all of the Brotherhood’s Members fused together 
in one mighty stream. The Golden River is an overflowing Fullness, 
or Supra-Fullness. The intent is that as the Ascended Masters share 
this Golden River with you, you will more and more draw forth the 
undiminished supra-abundant outpouring of your own God Presence. 

I Address You on the Golden River of the Helicon
Maha Chohan — March 25, 2016
 The Maha Chohan shows you how you can enter the Golden 
River of the Helicon and partake of the Gifts of the Gods. When 
you invoke the Shekhinah Pillar, visualize the streaming Golden 
Helicon swirling around the Earth, carrying the Gifts of the Gods 
to the Sons and Daughters of God. Whenever the Heart Flame of an 
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initiate is focused on the Golden River, it expands and is magnified 
by the Presence of that one. Once you experience the tethering to that 
glorious edifice of the Shekhinah Pillar, see yourself standing in the 
midst of the Temple and the Golden River flowing forth, gracing your 
crown, and depositing that Momentum that you specifically require 
to assist you. You will be strengthened by the Rod of Power that is 
one of the Gifts given unto the Golden River that will shine forth the 
Light of Illumination and Purity. You will take on the garments of your 
Christhood when you stand in the Shekhinah Pillar.  

Torch Bearer Meeting
March 26, 2016
 Operation Pharos is moving forward God Victoriously! We 
have received notice that the design and plans have been approved 
for Acropolis Pavilion. Our plan is to do the construction in stages so 
that we are sure the funds are banked for each stage. You can sign up 
for the Temple’s Facebook page and see posted there photos of the 
building’s progress. Our Hope and Faith is that as you see the building 
rising, you can imagine yourself sitting there. Imagine the month-long 
sessions of Acropolis Sophia and the first Wesak World Congress held 
there. We trust that as we come closer to the goal, you will want to 
help speed it along. Our gratitude is boundless for the faithfulness of 
the Torch Bearers. Saint Germain and all of the Chohans extend their 
Love and Gratitude for your Faith in this Ascended Master Activity 
that is laying a foundation for the Golden Age of Saint Germain. 

Activating Your Panoply of the Christos
Discourse — March 26, 2016
 We take up the theme of the Panoply of the Christos in the 
Nirvanic world, home to the Causal Bodies of the Ascended Masters 
as well as our own Causal Body. There are elements added to your 
Causal Body from your four lower bodies as a result of all of the Good 
you do and all that is freed by the Violet Flame. The counterfeit of 
the Causal Body Action is the soul or memory body. Negative karma 
remains there unless it is transmuted. But good karma rises through 
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the memory body to be stored in the Causal Body. The Violet Flame 
will not address the negative records you do not surrender. You must 
be willing to forgive and forget. Call for the Ruby Ray to strip those 
records off the memory body. As that body is purified, more of your 
Christ Presence can overshadow you and you will be able to touch the 
divine records you have created. 
 
Let My Fountain Assist You in Establishing the Shekhinah 
Pillar
Goddess of Liberty — March 26, 2016
 The Goddess of Liberty teaches that when you establish 
the Shekhinah Pillar, all the God Qualities and Virtues you desire 
will be available to you, carried to you by the Golden River. As you 
establish the Shekhinah Pillar, visualize the Causal Body Momentum 
of the Rings around the Great Central Sun so that it will reverberate 
the Intonation of the Presence of God in all of the God Qualities to 
so saturate all of life that it will have the “Newness of Life,” like 
the springtime of the Resurrection Flame. When your outer energies 
flag and you feel you need more of God’s Light, you may put your 
attention upon the Goddess of Liberty’s Flame and Momentum and 
feel the support of that Glorious Fountain of Light that is in the center 
of the Causal Body Action of the Great Central Sun.

Be Fruitful and Expand the Kingdom of God
Discourse — March 27, 2016
 The Shekhinah Pillar is an action of the Brotherhood of 
Light established and upheld by Alpha and Omega, Sanat Kumara, and 
the Holy Kumaras. Through a scientific process it allows the transfer 
of more God Power from the Heart of the Great Central Sun, where 
that Power is limitless, to where it is most needed ― in the four lower 
bodies of the Earth. For the magnitude of that Light to be present 100 
years from now, it must be sustained by a return current as the fruit of 
that Gift. The Ascended Masters are resolved that a Pillar of Fire be 
established to light your way and interject itself between you and any 
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opposition to your Divine Plan and service to life. As you engage in 
Decrees and World Service, you are ensuring that the Shekhinah Pillar 
will continue to expand its power of influence in this world of form. 

Magnify the Lord in All Ways
Mother Mary — March 27, 2016
 Know that no matter what you go through, trials or failures, 
Mother Mary is holding the Pattern of your Divinity as the Christ. You 
are to wear a Mantle of Light and Momentum of Purity and behold the 
nature of God in all your good works and in the fruits of your labors. 
As you take up the work of the Shekhinah Pillar, you will be adding 
to the glorious work of the Golden Age by anchoring the Fire and the 
Momentum from the Heart of God, from Alpha and Omega, from each 
of the Ascended and Cosmic Beings that serve the lifewaves of Earth. 
All of the seeming pain and suffering that may temporarily cross the 
screen of your life is not real, for the reality of your selfhood is the 
Mighty I AM Presence. Have Patience; have Faith; and in the glorious 
Love of God know that all is well, even when outer circumstances 
seem to report otherwise.

Wear the Light of God
Jesus — March 27, 2016
 Jesus comes this day to dispel any question, doubt, or fear 
that may be lingering as untransmuted substance in your life so you 
might be done with it and be filled with the Light of God. For it is that 
Light that will take you into your future, which is bright and glorious 
to behold. You can purify every vestige of energy and record lingering 
within the folds of your garment, clearing them away daily, emerging 
into the White Light of Purity, ready to receive the Illumination and 
Will of God. When the Spirit of God as the Mighty I AM Presence 
comes upon you, there is no mistaking that Flame. Hold fast to the 
Truth and the Purity of who you are, putting God first in your life, and 
you will fulfill your Divine Plan and ascend into the waiting arms of 
the Mighty I AM Presence. 
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Let Your God Presence Be the Goal of Life for You
Discourse — April 2, 2016
 If you are to be victorious in winning your Ascension in 
the Light, it will be because of your Love for God, your desire to 
always be as close to the Presence of God as possible, and to share 
that Love, giving of yourself and of your Presence. Let this message 
of the Ascended Masters become for you the Bread of Life, fulfilling 
you entirely. Your Presence gives you its Body Consciousness, the 
concentrated Substance which the Presence is, through the flow of the 
Crystal Cord. There should be reverence for the Life received from the 
I AM Presence. As you maintain reverence for the Body Consciousness 
of your I AM Presence, you enter into greater awareness of the Realms 
of Perfection. You recognize that Life should be used for the purposes 
of your Presence. If that Life is allowed to retain its Radiance and 
Purity, it will transform your life and your world.
 
God Love Will Bring the Earth into a Golden Age
Lady Master Venus — April 2, 2016
 Lady Master Venus explains that by allowing your Heart 
Flame to soar into your mind, your emotions, your physical body, you 
express a natural affinity for God. The Power and the thrust behind the 
Activity of God seeking out its own is God Love. The cohesiveness 
of the Love of God draws it all into one purpose in life, and that is 
to be in the Presence of God. The action of the nine-pointed Secret 
Love Star in the Shekhinah Pillar is to stream forth the Substance 
of God from the Great Central Sun in a constant movement of Light 
and Momentum. You must hold to the Patterns of Light all the while 
you are tending to what seems to be something insignificant. But the 
significance of that moment is that you are holding onto the Light.
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The Shekhinah Pillar and the Christ Presence
Discourse — April 3, 2016
 For the full level of the Christ Presence to be resurrected 
where you are, there must be a harmonious, peaceful, and relaxed 
forcefield anchored in the four lower bodies. The Shekhinah Pillar is 
a Dispensation from the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light. It is 
a collective Gift of the Gods for the Golden Age. Through this Action, 
the collective consciousness of the Brotherhood of Light can respond 
to the calls of enlightened lifestreams who will open a Pillar of God 
Light that starts where you stand on the Earth and goes all the way to 
the Heart of the Great Central Sun. In the Office of your Holy Christ 
Presence you can call forth Fire from Heaven, invoking it in the name 
of God I AM. The action within the Shekhinah Pillar will go on so 
long as the outer priest or priestess invokes it, each time increasing in 
strength and power.

Receive the Momentum of God
Alpha & Omega — April 3, 2016
 Alpha and Omega pour forth the Fullness of the Mother 
Light that you are to embody in all of your affairs. Be attentive to the 
Flame of God so that as you discover a momentum not in keeping with 
the covenant of your Heart Flame with Alpha and Omega, you will 
put it straightaway into the Violet Flame. The Pattern of God Identity 
established throughout the Hierarchy of the Shekhinah Pillar is meant 
to carry the Divine Outpouring of Alpha and Omega. The Light that 
streams forth from the Activity and Action of the Shekhinah Pillar 
each time it is drawn to the fore of your consciousness will send forth 
a Beacon of Light throughout the Earth that will begin to turn the tide 
and establish momentums of Purity in the Earth. This is the work of 
many ages, a holy and sacred trust given to you. 



Thank you for your purchase of this Audio DVD. We trust you will find great Wisdom, Love, 
and Comfort in these precious Discourses and Dictations from the Ascended Masters. Below 
are general guidelines for installing the audio files on your computer or mobile device. Please 
feel free to contact us at 520-751-2039 or broadcast@thetemple.ws if you have any questions. 
You can find updated instructions on The Temple’s website on the DVD instructions web page, 
which you can access from the Helicon Broadcasting menu.

The audio files are stored in a folder on the DVD bearing the name of the Conference or 
Acropolis, and each audio file has an M4A extension (filename.m4a). The M4A format is 
supported by virtually all music playing software for PCs, Macs, and mobile devices.

DVD Instructions

PC InstruCtIons: 
Windows Media Player

1. Place DVD into CD/DVD drive on computer.

2. Copy the folder containing the audio files from the DVD and paste into 
the My Music folder on your PC. This will automatically add the album to the 
music library for Windows Media Player.

Other Music Applications

If you prefer to use a different music player application, then you will 
need to perform an additional step to import the files into the application’s 
library. The appropriate action should appear on each application’s File 
menu. For example, for iTunes select Add Folder to Library, for WinAmp 
select Add media to Library, for MusicBee select Rescan /Add Files, and for 
MediaMonkey select Add/Rescan files to the Library. In all cases, make sure 
the album folder in the My Music folder is included in the selected folders.

MaC InstruCtIons: 
iTunes

1. Place DVD in CD/DVD drive on computer.

2. In iTunes menu, go to Edit > Preferences > Advanced. Make sure that 
Copy file to iTunes Media folder when adding to library is checked. 

3. In File menu, select Add Folder to Library > select the folder on the DVD. 

Other Music Applications

If you prefer to use a different music player application, make sure the 
application is configured to copy files to its media folder on the hard drive 
when importing the album from the DVD.



androId InstruCtIons: 
1. Insert the DVD into the CD/DVD drive on computer.

2. Make sure the screen is unlocked on the Android device, and      
connect it to a PC using a USB cable.  

3. In Windows Explorer on the PC, the Android device will be visible. 
Browse to the Android Music folder.  

4. Copy the album folder and paste into the Android Music folder.  

a. If you see a prompt, Do you want to convert ... before it’s 
copied to your device? click on No, just copy. Otherwise the files 
will be converted to MP3 files, which will be slightly lower quality 
than the original M4A files. The M4A files should play properly on 
your Android.

 

ios (iPhone, iPad, and iPod touCh) InstruCtIons: 
Third Party Utility Program

We recommend using a third party utility that allows you to selectively 
transfer files from a PC or Mac to an iOS device. 

There are a number of such utilities. For the PC, we have found that 
CopyTrans Manager works well. It is a free Windows application 
available at: http://www.copytrans.net/copytransmanager.php.

Once the application is installed, these are the steps to transfer the 
album: 

1. Place DVD into the CD/DVD drive on computer.

2. Connect the iOS device to your PC with the USB cable.

3. In the PC Start Menu, click on CopyTrans Control Center > 
CopyTrans Manager > Start > +Add. The Add tracks to library 
window should appear. 

4. Select the album folder and click on Add. 

5. After it has finished adding the files, click on the Update 
button. This will transfer the files to the device.

itunes

An alternative approach is to import the album into iTunes on your PC 
or Mac, and then sync the iOS device with iTunes on the computer. Be 
aware, however, that this will erase all media files on the device that    
are not found in the iTunes library on the computer.




